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The Sons of Melchizedek will rise. These ones are the leaders for the New World teaching community, the
political servants to the people and creation, the vibratory anchors of the new government and New World
Covenant.
I, Crystal, awakened to the name of Melchizedek and the Absolute Consciousness that is its signature
way back in 1967. And I have never left that path that was given to me in that tumultuous period of
awakening. I recall my hand moving and writing from a place I was not consciously familiar with and
always the hand would finish with a spiral-like symbol, which I later discovered was the sign of a
Melchizedek Scribe.
The first instruction I was given by
the Presence of God was Listen to

My Voice. No one knows the truth.
Listen to My Voice and My Voice only. I
did not comprehend then that this
instruction was the declaration and
the calling of a Melchizedek Scribe.
And the Writing began. I followed
the words of my Master and I looked
nowhere for truth but to that Voice
within that grew stronger in waves
of Spirit. I was propelled by a thirst
and a hunger for spiritual truth. Not
long after my calling as a Scribe of
Melchizedek I was guided to a light
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center where an older gentlemen
was the presenter for that
Sunday. He read from a book
written by Minerva and the
currents of the energy from his
reading almost threw me into
shock. I began to attend his
meetings at the Temple IOne, a
Melchizedek Temple in North
Hollywood, California. And I
learned to listen and to read by
vibration; I learned to expect
revelation. Here is where I was
trained as a Melchizedek
Priestess to continue the work of
the scribe Minerva and the
Absolute I AM that filled her books
and transformed my spirit. “This
is what I want,” I remember
saying to myself as I pointed to
the Inner Voice that declared
Itself through every page of her
transcribed Book of Life.
The training continued - often
severely, even as it does now.
The work of a Scribe means
dedication, concentration, focus
and adherence to the Spiritual
energy of the I AM Presence.
Hundreds of books, courses,
audio tapes and divinely inspired
poetry have poured through me.
I have been protected from the
outside world because of the
work that I have been assigned to
complete before the year 2012. I

have been literally picked up
and moved from place to place,
vortex to vortex, to assure that
there is no attachment, no
influence from other spiritual
disciplines and mentors. The
Melchizedek Word must be
pure, without dogma and always
of its Source. In 1968, I was
recognized as a High Priestess
of the Order - not by man
“whose breath is in his nostrils”
but by the living Presence of
God within. That is the true
ordination, because only the
Presence of God the Absolute
can vibrate as Priest after the

Order of Melchizedek. There is
only One and we are drawn up and
back into the One after the Order of
Melchizedek.
That is a bit about me and now
let's focus on Melchizedek and
the journey into the I AM.
The Consciousness of the
Priesthood of Melchizedek is the
Order. The measurement of the
P r i e s t i s t h e Vo i c e , t h e
Consciousness of God that
flows through him or her without
shame or guilt. The Master
Jesus was an example of a
Priest of Melchizedek. He was
continued on page 3
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God in His thoughts, mind and
§
§
heart. The Master never left
continued from page 2
the Father's light, nor did He
Keys
ever relinquish his calling for
1.
his own preservation. A Priest,
I am One with the Universal Life Energy, and It is flowing through me now,
as Jesus showed us, is the
and I want to know That Thing which knowing, will enable me to know All
living Word.
Things. The answer that comes to the individual is: - I AM THAT I AM.
Now we see many Priests of
2.
Melchizedek coming forth
Be
It
unto
me
this
day
and
hour,
according
as I see my Saviour's face and
from ordinations of a physical
His
Power
in
me,
to
sustain
THE
POWER
through
faith.
nature. But there is far more.

A true Priest of the Order will be
3.
remembered by God. And it will I am That I am, who I am, as I am, in the strength of all I know that I know, that
be God as the One who will as unto the things of this Life - I have that I have.
remember Himself as Priest!
This ceremony or initiation
comes rarely to man or
woman, for that remembrance
of God in the heart of the man
or woman causes immediate
surrender, absolute obedience
and tempers the life he or she
would lead. Hear this, for it is
true.
Not all can take this walk, yet
those who do by the grace of
God are true Priests after the
Order of Melchizedek and are
one with our Lord and High
Priest Jesus in His Name!

4.
I am One with the Universal Life Energy, and It is flowing through me now,
and I do know THAT - which in knowing, enable me to know I AM; for I am
THAT I am.
5.
Give me the faith that brooks no doubting
Give me the wisdom that needs not to ask.
Give me the knowledge to receive mine allotting.
Give me the understanding in Thy promise to bask.
Give me the Love that is all Universal.
Give me the hope in the unseen which knows.
Give me, O, give me, the Spirit Supernal:
Give of Thy grace in Thy justice to flow.
Then will I feel, see, and know Truth in Its Oneness,
Then will I be, not alone just to seem;
But will I know where-of I AM is becoming,
In the I of THE I AM, in the you of the me.

6.
Light of my Light, lift me as I, up into the Universal Substance out of which all
Recorded by Minerva, things are made. Grant this Light, in me, as I to bring about my speedy
Melchizedek Scribe
release - in that I see and know me, for just what I AM is in unto me first, and
then in all men; for I am in them, and they in me, as I AM is all in One in union
T h e f o l l o w i n g K e y s a s in and unto all things material, but in a Spiritual and a Universal way.
presented here hold the secret
7.
of the Order of Melchizedek
and the path of the initiate in THE WORD is LAW. THE WORD is LOVE. THE WORD is LIGHT. THE
that Order and its Priesthood. WORD is LIFE. In the beginning was THE WORD, and the WORD was with
Say these Keys daily and you God, and the Word was God; and I am THAT, in the name of the FATHER,
will feel a change in your body, the SON, and the HOLY GHOST.
y o u r c h a k r a s a n d ___________________
consciousness.

The Seven Keys

Many missions do we have but this is the greatest.

Seal of Melchizedek
Crystal
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Be one with the heart. This is the
externalization of the “Sun God,” the
breathing light of Jesus who was
Melchizedek.
Go deeper to the heart center of
yourself. Live there. In the
omnipresence of your own being as
the light. Be there in the light at all
times. Without the light you are
nothing.

between you and the divine presence in
your heart. Begin to see that you,
yourself, are indeed the one you
have been seeking, the one
sought.

As you go deeper into your heart,
rest in the Eternal Flame. First you
must find it within your heart and then
rest in it as the full measure of your
Godhead. We are translating all
energy from this point out into the
world of matter. Can you hold this
Flame for Me, the Omnipresence?

With the lifting of the veil you see
that there is one presence
vibrating and pulsating as reality.
God gives Himself1 to you in this
moment as identification, the
GodSelf. In this presence you
find yourself as yourself glowing
2
as a light, as the Sun. This
experience graduates through
the whole body, radiating through
each body cell, and changing
your genetic code to the Christ
Man or Solar Man (consciousness
of the Sun).

It matters not who you are. It matters
only that I AM. In this critical hour of
change and release, each human
being is counted reclaimed back into
the light. Please be aware of this as
you walk in glory and in love.

When you consciously receive the
experience - the awareness - that
you are this one, this glorious Being I AM, let the rays of yourself as you are the Sun - radiate forth
into all parts of the universe.

The Creator Within

Words given such as “Creator”
and even “God” are words of your
self. They are cloaks hiding who
you are, hiding your light! When
you let these cloaks go, these
false veils, then you do indeed
experience the presence of the
Sun and its vital function in you
as I AM.

The Eternal Flame is the God
Center which is the presence of
Truth in your system. Mind that
Flame! Tend that Flame! Guard it
as you would your own child.
Meditate upon it.
In this sunlight presence, divine
Center within the heart chakra, lift the
curtain between yourself and the
God Presence, that divine Be-ing I
AM. Live in stabilized grace. Let the
curtain be lifted so that you can begin
to experience that there is no difference

Mighty and glorious I AM! This
moment shine forth your own
light as the Christ. And burden the
world no longer with false claims
and consciousness of

separateness. You are not
separate, nor in any way can
you be. The world does not
know this. You must cleanse
yourself of the world.

Your Solar Self and The
Inner Voice
The line of intelligence, the
unbroken road to your own
Spirit identity, the Inner Voice, is
also the Priesthood of

Melchizedek.
The Priesthood of Melchizedek
is oneness with the Eternal
Son, a great outpouring of
Creative Power that comes
from this Light. It is the
unification of the soul with God.
That sound of creative
harmony is always vibrating as
infinite intelligence I AM. It is
the creative circuit of the Son.
And to this Son you must go to
initiate the real Inner Voice, the
Consciousness of the Creator
in you. But few realize this and
use the words “inner voice”
loosely without consideration of
its placement and its frequency.
The true “Inner Voice” is in
harmony with all life. The heart
of this Inner Voice is beating
with rabbit and with bear. The
heart of this Inner Voice is
beating with wind and sea. It's
also beating with Sananda and
Mother Mary. It represents the
community of love where
Archangels play. It is the
spiritual community.
continued on page 5
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Her/Itself
God giving Himself to you.
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continued from page 4
So in the beginning - stumbling,
falling - you may ask for guidance as
to which way should I go, what way
do I turn? Do I take this airplane?
Do I eat peanut butter or steak?
What do I do? But eventually you
will leave that spot of personal
concerns. You will no longer need to
ask for guidance as to what you
should eat or drink because you are
merged with God's will and released
from the demands of the “flesh” or
mortal desires, worries and
concerns. You are free to Be!
When this takes place, and you
know that you know in the pulsation
of divine will, you then become adept
at true alignment with the Inner
Voice or the Christed Mind.
You have entered the heart's
pulsation and a greater light shines,
that of higher intelligence and
rhythmic Be-ing. You are in the light
and you are following the course
that your higher self has set for you
as the light/life of God.
Some words about kundalini
When kundalini, the released power
of God, begins to awaken and to rise
- there will be a strong pull to
surrender to Spirit combined with a
desire to know more about the occult
and mystical path. Kundalini,
herself, will urge you to build a firm
foundation in conscious awareness
so as to support the enormous
energy destined to fill your entire
physical and etheric body.
If - and there is a warning here - the
course of kundalini, the Spirit Fire, is
not supported and anchored by a
disciplined mind and heart, the ego
takes over and false promises are
made to the naive and untrained
neophyte.

As kundalini is rising, the “Inner
Voice” will guide the student to
study truth teachings and to
meditate. During this period,
the student will be constantly
releasing lower desires, or the
lower self, into that spiritual fire.
Not judging it. Not saying it is
bad. Just letting it go into that
energy fire that is crisply burning
and dissolving all that is not a
part of the Christ Sun emerging:
the Living Self.

Without understanding the
consequences, the beginning
student may force initiation either
through an unenlightened and
unqualified teacher or unwittingly
by accident. Pure power gathers
and begins to rise to thrust off
unwanted darkness - right in the
path of the unconscious student!
Without preparation, a
knowledgeable teacher and guide
is necessary to save the life of the That creative fire is not only
often well-meaning neophyte. It is cleansing the chakras but actually
that serious!
dissolving the mortality, the baser

instincts of the lower self.

It is through a humble soul that the
spiritual power must rise and
through a loving heart it must
requalify the student's world,
drawing that one ever closer to the
GodSelf. If the student has had
proper preparation, he or she will
have the courage to listen to an
emerging Voice of the presence of
God, the I AM.

Spiritualization is occurring and
occurring swiftly, for the Seed
must be opened. This is
kundalini intent. Then comes
the baptism of light - a moment
of God recognition that will
stand as the mystical goal and
enticement to continue through
all initiations.

This spiritual power, kundalini, is
determined to vibrate through the
“I AM” as the actual spiritual experience
of the student. And it will often rise
with enormous force and power to
secure that unification with that
Presence. As the divine energy or
kundalini begins to rise up through
the student's centers or chakras, it
cleanses the chakras, and the
subconscious mind.

The Priesthood
Human beings are
remembering that they are
masters, that they are returning
to their God state of being. The
Master Sound is the Inner Voice.
It is in this Voice, the communion
with God will be felt. In the Voice
is the Will of God and it resounds
throughout the cosmos as the
electrical vibration of unity and
right action.

It is important to become sensitive
to an indwelling guiding hand,
often referred to as the Inner Voice
or Voice of Truth, that will advise
you and lead you directly into your
own True Self.

Listen. As you continue to be
aware of this energy field, this
Priest-hood of Melchizedek, this
beat of oneness, heartbeat of
oneness that connects you to
Life, you will realize that this

Disciplines

continued on page 6
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Voice of union with God is the path.

This Inner Voice, as you are committed to
it and attuned to it, will guide you directly
into higher intelligence. It is actually the
Temple of Melchizedek.
Perhaps you can see that what has
been so often referred to as the
“inner voice” is subject to change
and reevaluation. Please make
note of this: It changes according
to your degree of awareness. It
will take on greater and greater and
g r e a t e r e n e r g y A N D
INTELLIGENCE (Intelligence that
you cannot fathom as yet), as it
pilots you as consciousness into the
vast reserves of Spirit.
The dissolving of illusion
With the rising of the spiritual
energy and the conscious alignment
with the Inner Voice, you will be
defrocked from the mortal. This
magnificent Inner Voice will be
constantly stabilizing and
expanding your awareness.

The real “Inner Voice” is the
Priesthood of Melchizedek.
It is the connecting tissue
that unites you to God's
Voice.
Now, in this period of the
“Second Coming,” the
opening of the Christ in you,
the Universe Creator
Himself will vibrate as your
Inner Voice, bringing all
home to the Father.

3

continued from page 5

The Inner Voice is the
nature of God in you
making itself known.

“Blessed are the meek
for they shall inherit
the Earth.”
They are the ones who give way to
the Spirit, and these ones shall be
blessed by Me and lifted into the
higher realms of My Ultimate
Being. Meekness is your gratitude.
Now if you will, ascend with Me
into the place that I have prepared
for you; you will usher in a world
without darkness. Here in this
place I AM omnipresent in you;
you will know yourself as I AM and
be the priest or priestess after the
order of Melchizedek. I ask you to
wait no longer. There's a need for
you here in the place that I have
provided, in the place that I have
given unto you, for the well-being
of the Earth.
Make yourselves as I AM, living in
the light, being aware of it at all
times and answering My call.3 For
I have sent out My angels to
summon you, to receive you back
unto Me. And in this time of
change and revelation, I come to
seal a contract with you.

I am raising you to that place of
attunement and awareness. It
is time to leave the world as you
have known it. Vacate that
place. I send My angels to help
you to leave and to readjust to the

new dimension.
This is the full resurrection.
Remember, there is no death in
My rhythm. I AM only life.

Prayer of Initiation
Come home. Let the
peace of God settle upon
this land, this Earth. Let
her be supplied with all
her needs as she rises.
Let all creatures of this
planet Earth feel the
peace of this light and
harmonize with one
another in gentle joy. Let
all life here upon this
planet Earth -- that has
served so well -- feel our
appreciation and the
peace of the Divine
Mother. Let us all be at
peace tonight in the quiet
joy of our being. Let us
be at peace together, you
and I, in the coming of the
Sun. Joy be with you and
much peace.

Open wide your heart so that I
might fill your heart with greater
love. You are a spiritual being and

You are reprogramed in light. This is the Divine Intelligence covering the Earth at this time.
Page 6
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In the Center of all life I AM.
See Me there.
It is My Word that must flourish
in all nature and throughout the world.
If I AM not in the Creative Circuit of My Central Son (I AM),
there is no life.
We are bound together, you and I,
as a Unit of Loving Light.
We are not separate,
yet you must see this, My creation,
and celebrate Me.
For I AM the Son and The Father,
I AM the Daughter Spirit and your Divine Mother.
No one is left without.
Dance with Me!

The Experience of God
in You
When God takes form, He does
it through you. He comes as a
realization of who He is. I AM
without form, God says. I have
no form lest you give it to Me by
your alignment with Me as
Christ Consciousness.
I AM without form. I AM Spirit. I AM
formless and nameless. I AM Being.
Those who have met Me in
themselves say that I AM an
experience of unity, holiness,
oneness and power. They feel My
Love because I AM love. I AM
released through your
consciousness and become the

Christ, head of all governments
on Earth.
Hear My Voice within you as a
sacred sound of Love and Light.
I seek you and I know you as that
which I seek in love and in
yearning. We are indeed
separated until you find Me in
yourself, yet we are not
separate. I AM all that is and
ever shall be.
Listen to My Voice. I AM the
Eternal Son beckoning to you to
answer. But is this the time, you
might say, when I have so many
things to do and so many
attachments that are
encumbering me?
I have no attachments, I would
answer. I AM not in any way

attached to anything. I AM free.
I AM all there is and ever shall
be. What is there to attach to if I
AM everything in Mind - all
things in Heart?
I give My Self to you freely that
you might be with Me as My
consciousness and My Light - a
Light that circumferences all in
My Mind and is not hindered.
For I AM that Light, AM I not? I
AM that Love you seek. Come
to Me, the Son within, and I will
be you as the Presence of The
Son or the GodSelf.
Here, then, is the Word I would
speak to you. Be open to My
Light. For if you would realize
continued on page 8
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§I
that I AM and not freeze at the point
of My solar entrance into your heart
and mind, the Earth would rise!

AM THAT I AM §your heart and mind and let Me
continued from page 7

The moment you become conscious
of My Presence and feel Me in your
heart, I, too, AM conscious of where I
AM and I begin to move through you
as LIFE intended, as the I AM.

be through you after the Order
of Melchizedek and the Solar
have made known My Self to you - Son! Then glory enfolds My
so I now seek My other half - that creation for I AM THAT. I AM
part of Me that is creation, My the Creation. Solen Aum Solen.
thoughts and dreams and visions.
From I AM, I become and know From I AM comes I AM - the
Myself as I AM THAT I AM. Now Light to Be.
the heart moves in a different
rhythm. We come together, the
heart and I, and our motive of
being is the I AM THAT I AM.
The Blessing

That moment is sacred to Me. I build
My cathedral from that moment and I
reclaim you - your body, mind and
spirit.

Breathe deeply, My creation, and
say these words: I AM THAT I AM.
Thus you break clear of the
illusion. I come forth as who I AM perfect creation of Me.

The Breath of My Being

From that moment I begin My
journey through your soul, uniting
Me with her and gloriously lifting her
into My embrace as Divine
Consciousness. You are then
receiving My thoughts, My ideas, My
joys and My sorrows. I fill you with
My Life.
Even as I have entered you - as I

Read what is given many
times. These are words that
will open you to Energy of Light
and Life. All is in readiness for
you to understand the I AM
THAT I AM. You will not find the
I come to claim My being in you - to understanding in the intellect,
part the curtain of I AM. I AM the or in other papers that you have
Way, the Truth and the Life. I AM read. Listen to the words
here amongst you desiring to be within your heart. Your heart
heard and to be formed from the knows and will reveal the
living Breath of Me.
records of Sananda, the Order
of Melchizedek in you.
My initiates hear Me, do they not?
The secrets of the Universe are
revealed. I AM ready to Be. Open

The Melchizedek Teachings of The Great Sun

The Complete Series of The Melchizedek
Teachings of The Great Sun. Includes four CDs.
Instructions on the gathering of the light, the
processing out of the old dense material world; the
subconscious matter form: intelligent energy
when united with the Sun actualizes the new form
of light.

Package Contains
SALUTE TO THE SUN (CD format)
LISTENING TO THE INNER VOICE (CD format)
ENERGY IN BALANCE: THE SOLAR RING (CD
format)
LIVING IN THE SUN (CD format)
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